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BC - 33A |510x360x120mm

BC -33B   |  510x360x120mm            
                     800x400x130mm 

BC - 33C   |  510x360x120mm 

BC - 33D   |  510x360x120mm 
                     600x400x150mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - 39 |400x400x100mm BC - 36D |500x350x120mm BC - 37    |   500x320x170mm            
                     520x350x170mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

31 32

BC - A52   |  580x450x160mm

BC - A53   |  600x500x145mm
                     800x500x145mm
                     900x500x145mm
                     1200x500x145mm

BC - A55   |  600x450x115mm BC - A56   |  600x450x115mm

BC - A51 |800x450x110mm

www.bbathroom.com



Artificial Stone
Art Basin

                   

               

33 34

BC - A57  |  600x560x145mm
                     750x560x145mm
                     1000x560x145mm                   
                    1200x560x145mm

BC -  A58   |    1600x500x150mm                      
                         1800x500x150mm

www.bbathroom.com



 

 

35 36

BC - A 62  | 500x350x150mm

BC - A 63  | 620x345x175mm

BC - A102 |600x400x130mm

BC - A101 |600x400x130mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

37 38

BC - A68   |  560x320x155mm BC - A69   |  400x400x150mm BC - A70   |  400x400x110mm

BC - A71   |  600x400x110mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

BC - A72 |500x350x150mm
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BC - A75   | 600x350x160mm BC - A90 |400x400x200mm

BC - A73 |500x320x100mm BC - A78 |560x320x155mm

www.bbathroom.com



Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - A113    |  500x350x120mm        
                         600x350x120mm 

BC - A112   |  450x350x100mm

BC - A112   |  800x380x100mm
                        1000x380x100mm
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BC - A161  |  500x360x100mm

BC - A161   |   600x360x100mm BC - A161   |  1000x360x100mm BC -  A163   |  650x350x100mm BC - A163   |  900x350x100mm

BC - A163   |   1400x350x100mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing fragrance, 

and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. The best choice to lead 

a joyful life, the temperament that can not be more fashionable and the 

thoroughly individualized thinking are flying freely in rhythm of the water 

flow. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

45 46

BC - G01   |  1000x450x155mmBC - G01   |  700x450x155mm BC - G02   |  900x400x200mm

BC - G02   |  600x400x200mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by 

your intimacy with water. The best choice to lead 

a joyful life, the temperament that can not be 

more fashionable and the thoroughly individualized 

thinking are flying freely in rhythm of the water 

flow. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - G06-L/R  | 1200x420x200mm

BC - G03   |  900x450x120mm
                     1000x480x120mm
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BC - G05-L/R   |   900x480x130mm

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing fragrance, 

and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. The best choice to lead 

a joyful life, the temperament that can not be more fashionable and the 

thoroughly individualized thinking are flying freely in rhythm of the water 

flow. 

This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.

49 50

BC - G08   |  750x325x150mmBC - G07  |  1200x400x150mm

www.bbathroom.com



 

Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. The best choice to lead a 

joyful life, the temperament that can not be more fashionable and the thoroughly individualized thinking are flying freely in rhythm of the water flow. 

BC - G09  | 900x450x110mm 

BC - G20 |900x400x100mm

BC - G18  | 800x400x200mm

BC - G22  |   460x340x125mm
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BC - G10B  |  600x430x150mm                 
                       800x450x150mm 

BC - G69  | 800x400x150mm

BC - G11-L/R   |    810x455x100mm

BC - G12   |    600x450x110mm
                                 900x450x110mm 

www.bbathroom.com



Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing 

fragrance, and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. The 

best choice to lead a joyful life, the temperament that can not 

be more fashionable and the thoroughly individualized thinking 

are flying freely in rhythm of the water flow. 

BC - G23   |  600x460x125mm BC - G25   |  620x480x130mm
BC - G26   |  600x400x150mm                 
                      600x420x150mm

BC - G30   |  620x430x173mm
                     1330x430x173mm

BC - G28   |  560x457x190mm BC - G31 |300x300x300mm
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